
Question 1 (Climate Science): The IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report and the Special Report 

on 1.5°C will form an important part of the Committee’s assessment of climate risks and 

global emissions pathways consistent with climate objectives. What further evidence should 

the Committee consider in this area? 

ANSWER:The same amount of energy required to melt 1kg of ice will raise waters 

temperature from 0 to 80degc 

 

 

 

 

In other words- 

 

 

    When the Ice caps melt things are REALY GOING TO WARM UP! 

 

 

 

Question 2 (CO2 and GHGs): Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas gases have 

different effects and lifetimes in the atmosphere, which may become more important as 

emissions approach net-zero. In setting a net-zero target, how should the different gases be 

treated? 

ANSWER: 

 

 

 

  

Part 2: International Action 

Question 3 (Effort share): What evidence should be considered in assessing the UK’s 

appropriate contribution to global temperature goals? Within this, how should this 

contribution reflect the UK’s broader carbon footprint (i.e. ‘consumption’ emissions 

accounting, including emissions embodied in imports to the UK) alongside ‘territorial’ 

emissions arising in the UK? 

ANSWER: 

 

 

  

Question 4 (International collaboration): Beyond setting and meeting its own targets, how 

can the UK best support efforts to cut emissions elsewhere in the world through international 

collaboration (e.g. emissions trading schemes and other initiatives with partner countries, 

technology transfer, capacity building, climate finance)? What efforts are effective currently? 

ANSWER: 

 

 

  



Question 5 (Carbon credits): Is an effective global market in carbon credits likely to 

develop that can support action in developing countries? Subject to these developments, 

should credit purchase be required/expected/allowed in the UK’s long-term targets? 

ANSWER: 

 

 

  

  

Part 3: Reducing emissions 

Question 6 (Hard-to-reduce sectors): Previous CCC analysis has identified aviation, 

agriculture and industry as sectors where it will be particularly hard to reduce emissions to 

close to zero, potentially alongside some hard-to-treat buildings. Through both low-carbon 

technologies and behaviour change, how can emissions be reduced to close to zero in these 

sectors? What risks are there that broader technological developments or social trends act to 

increase emissions that are hard to eliminate? 

ANSWER: 

Electrify the world. Cars,trains,planes,busses,diggers,everything. 

Massive investment in renewables particularly onshore wind. 

Cars can charge when there is wind/ solar. 

 

 

Battery density research / investment. 

 

 

Question 7 (Greenhouse gas removals): Not all sources of emissions can be reduced to 

zero. How far can greenhouse gas removal from the atmosphere, in the UK or 

internationally, be used to offset any remaining emissions, both prior to 2050 and beyond? 

ANSWER: 

Plant forests.  

 

 

 

  

Question 8 (Technology and Innovation): How will global deployment of low-carbon 

technologies drive innovation and cost reduction? Could a tighter long-term emissions target 

for the UK, supported by targeted innovation policies, drive significantly increased 

innovation in technologies to reduce or remove emissions? 

ANSWER: 

 

  

Question 9 (Behaviour change): How far can people’s behaviours and decisions change 

over time in a way that will reduce emissions, within a supportive policy environment and 

sustained global effort to tackle climate change? 

ANSWER: 

  



Question 10 (Policy): Including the role for government policy, how can the required 

changes be delivered to meet a net-zero target (or tightened 2050 targets) in the UK? 

ANSWER: 

Allow onshore wind power.  

Population control. 

 

 

  

Part 4: Costs, risks and opportunities 

Question 11 (Costs, risks and opportunities): How would the costs, risks and economic 

opportunities associated with cutting emissions change should tighter UK targets be set, 

especially where these are set at the limits of known technological achievability? 

ANSWER: 

  

Question 12 (Avoided climate costs): What evidence is there of differences in climate 

impacts in the UK from holding the increase in global average temperature to well below 

2°C or to 1.5°C? 

ANSWER: 

Crop (grass) failures this year 

 

 

  

Part 5: Devolved Administrations 

Question 13 (Devolved Administrations): What differences in circumstances between 

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland should be reflected in the Committee’s 

advice on long-term targets for the Devolved Administrations? 

ANSWER: 

  

Part 6: CCC Work Plan 

Question 14 (Work plan): The areas of evidence the Committee intend to cover are 

included in the ‘Background’ section. Are there any other important aspects that should be 

covered in the Committee’s work plan? 

ANSWER: 

 


